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By researching and comparing Facebook business pages among different kinds of restaurants, I 

found “Posh Charcoal Collaboration Dining” is carefully designed, clear, and really wonderful. 

The information provided is integrated, comprehensive and impressive. 

However, the web marketing is unlimited; the more devotion, the more output. It seems still 

some places could be digging and extended. 

1. The following Facebook business pages are quite impressive, maybe useful as reference.  

 http://www.facebook.com/McDonalds  

 http://www.facebook.com/KFC  

 http://www.facebook.com/webopedia 

 http://www.facebook.com/gap  

I can do my best to implement the same results with the above brilliant ones. 

2. It seems better to connect the site http://www.303-posh.com/ directly into Facebook which 

could drive more traffic. The way we can implement to integrate into Facebook is like: 

http://apps.facebook.com/jxjwilliam/  

 

3. The website, Facebook, Twitter, and Blog are separated. For examples, if I want to access 

Blog while I am in Facebook, can I go there directly? While updating the Blog, is Facebook 

“Wall” and Twitter updated synchronously as well? Or vice versa? Is there any way to relate 

them more closely to give user more flexible and comfortable experience?  Are there more 

effective ways to do advertisement by using the Facebook pages?  

These might be the place to enhance and extend. 

4. The Facebook Pages currently represented is enough? For example, if to add 2 tabs: 

“Promotions” and “Hot/Popular/Unique/ Recommend/Delicious”, the developing is needed. 

Besides, if there is an existing Database, or existing Data, how to selectively use them and 

present them into different sources such as Facebook? In such ways, the Facebook 

developing tools could be a great help. 

The following illustrates the data could be shared dynamically in different targets, without 

repeatedly keying in.    

http://www.facebook.com/McDonalds
http://www.facebook.com/KFC
http://www.facebook.com/webopedia
http://www.facebook.com/gap
http://www.303-posh.com/
http://apps.facebook.com/jxjwilliam/


Orginal Website:

http://www.303-posh.com/

Data

Facebook Business Page:

 http://www.facebook.com/303-posh

or: http://apps.facebook.com/jxjwilliam

Facebook pages can redirect URL from the original website, so the information can be

shared without physical transfer.

 

 

5. Meanwhile, Facebook can‟t update too frequently (otherwise customers might be bored and 

remove as fans), some static features should present as permanent, while only dynamic data 

are updated.  

Although Facebook is an ideal place to put business such as restaurants for marketing and 

informational purposes, having a Facebook Page should only be one part of an overall social 

media strategy. Diversifying the information by trying different ways, such as google adwords, 

links and posting in various sites and communities to extend the Brand and absorb the traffic, are 

all optional and effective methods. 

6. Some other tips as far as I know for effectively using Facebook to market include: 

 Keep adding multimedia to web page. One way to keep web page fresh and interesting is 

to have many photo albums for visitors to peruse or relevant videos to watch. 

 Start a conversation thread. Get the chatter going among web fans by coming up with 

compelling topics of discussion and encouraging input. 

 Post regularly to the wall. Use web page wall to post regular updates including links to 

blog posts or articles that are on-topic and potentially of interest to web fans. 

 Add notes. While notes don't seem to stand out on a Facebook Page, they can accumulate 

and serve as a useful archive of information. 

 Creating a Social Ad on Facebook 

The „Facebook social ad‟ is also an optional, however, however, it costs money, and the 

result is temporary and is not guaranteed.  

 


